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North Carolina is home to a number of fantastic coffee roasters. While it may be some time

before people feel safe hanging out by the espresso bar again, many of the state’s best

roasters will happily ship their coffee to you.

Here’s a list of some of the best North Carolina coffee roasters that deliver right to your door.

Black & White Coffee Roasters – Wake Forest

Black & White Coffee Roasters are the current belle of the ball when it comes to the coffee

industry. And for good reason. Started by US Barista Champions Lem Butler and Kyle

Ramage, Black & White is constantly breaking ground.

https://northcarolinanewsdaily.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/north-carolina-coffee-roasters-featured-northcarolinanewsdaily.com_-scaled.jpg
https://www.blackwhiteroasters.com/
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Photo courtesy of Black and White Coffee Roasters on Instagram

For example, they are one of the first roasteries in the area to experiment with anaerobic

processed beans.

https://www.instagram.com/blackwhiteroasters/
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Full Bloom Coffee Roasters – Garner

While you can’t spend time in their gorgeous shop, you can get free shipping on beans from

Full Bloom Coffee Roasters in Garner.

https://fullbloomcoffee.com/
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Photo courtesy of Full Bloom Coffee Roasters on Instagram

In addition to whole bean and ground coffee, Full Bloom also packages their coffee into pods

for popular machines like K-Cups.

https://www.instagram.com/fullbloomcoffeeroasters/
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Reviver Coffee – Charlotte

Reviver Coffee in Charlotte specializes in high-end coffees, as they only sell beans that have

been rated at an 85/100 or above by an official grader.

Photo courtesy of Reviver Coffee on Instagram

They use a fluid-bed roaster, which allows for maximum precision in roasting.

Krankies Coffee – Winston-Salem

When it comes to great North Carolina coffee roasters in the Triad, it’s hard to beat Krankies.

These Winston-Salem-based roasters offer a small but exceptionally-curated selection of

beans.

http://www.revivercoffee.com/
https://www.instagram.com/revivercoffee/
https://krankiescoffee.com/
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Photo courtesy of Krankies Cafe on Instagram

They’ve even started offering XL 2lb bags on their website–perfect for true coffee-holics.

PennyCup Coffee Co – Asheville

This small-batch roaster in Asheville is a favorite among some of the city’s most beloved

restaurants and cafes.

https://www.instagram.com/krankiescafe/
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Photo courtesy of PennyCup on Instagram

On its website, PennyCup offers both single-origin coffees and blends made for restaurants

like Biscuit Head–a great choice for those feeling nostalgic about their last trip to the Land of

the Sky.

 
 

Looking for more food and beverage options in North Carolina? Stay tuned to our Lifestyle

section for regular updates.
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Black-Owned Clothing & Accessories Businesses in NC

Whether you’re looking for vintage second-hand items or fresh designs right off the rack,

there is a multitude of businesses to purchase your wardrobe from in North Carolina. We’ve

gathered a list of 25 Black-owned businesses where you can find your clothing and

accessories while supporting the African American community.

Read More

September 23, 2020 (September 23, 2020)

Third Quarter Economic Outlook for NC: The Good, Bad and Unknown

The recovery of the economy is at the front of everyone's mind. Third-quarter unemployment

numbers for North Carolina so far show reasons to be positive, but also to worry.

Read More
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